Chipping Hammers

Welding Accessories

Chipping Hammer with Brush
The king of all chipping hammers has a tempered chisel to resist dulling
during heavy duty usage. Has impact resistant handle, and steel
wire brush for cleaning the weld just chipped. Brush is removable,
reversible and replaceable.
Loop in handle for
belt hook. 12" long.

Nozzle Gel
This nozzle gel eliminates erratic operation with
a film that will not clog orifices and threads. It is
suitable for use on fixtures of semi and automatic
welders. It is odorless, non-flammable, non-toxic
and silicone free. Forney Nozzle Gel meets all
state regulations and will not cause porosity.

70500-F $11.22

37031-F 16 oz.

Steel Wire Brush
Replacement part for Forney 70500 Chipping Hammer. Sturdy,
high quality steel wire brushes set in hardwood.
Now available with hang hole in wood handle.
70501-F $3.50
Chipping Hammer Straight Head
High carbon steel, tempered flat chisel on one end, point
on the other end. Durable, All-purpose, with shock proof
handle with loop for belt hook.
Painted black. 10-1/2" long.
70600-F $7.02
Chipping Hammer Cross-Pein Style
A fine tempered, carbon steel chipping hammer with
a point at one end and a chisel on the
other end. 10-1/2" long.
70601-F $7.02
Wire Scratch Brush, Brass, Plastic Handle, 5"
Premium wire scratch brush. Made with brass-coated
crimped steel wire making it resistant to rust and
corrosion and providing 15-20% longer life.
Comfortable 5" long plastic \handle makes
it easy to use. It features a thin face
for tight hard-to-reach spots.

$11.70

Wrap-Around "Pipe Template" Little Helper
The perfect guide for welders, fitters and layout men. A tough and flexible
template material with 45º angle markings, a protractor, a scale, a constants
table of medium gauge 4" wide x 60" long for I" to
12" pipe. Make those markings and cuts right
the first time with the tool that can help you do it.
70815-F $38.66

Tip Drill Set
12 tip drills within a pencil style design, with clip to hold in pocket. To clean
and true most standard orifices of acetylene
welding and cutting tips. Contains
even numbered sizes 52 to 74.
86140-F $16.76

4-Way Pick Repair Kit
Handy repair kit includes 4 tempered steel picks: pick, retriever pick,
“O” ring remover, 90º pick, and straight pick/scribe. Designed with
convenience in mind and built-in durability for long life; their quality in
construction is an asset
to the professional and
the do-it-yourselfer.
70710-F $12.88

70516-F $6.32

Welding Magnets
Multi-Purpose Magnet
These strong magnets stick to any iron object,
leaves hands free. Magnets have 45, 90,
and 135 degree angles.
70716-F / Small
$6.32
70717-F / Medium $10.18
70715-F / Large
$12.06
(CAUTION: MAGNETS ARE NOT FOR OVERHEAD USE.)
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Premium Scribe
Useful marking tool features a handy pocket clip, knurled aluminum handle
and tungsten carbide tip. Also cuts glass.
70714-F $6.66

Combo Scribe-Magnet
This marking tool has all the features of the #70714 plus a powerful Alnico
magnet for metal retrieval.
70718-F $11.70
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